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Abstract—Organizational culture commonly referred as work culture and is important in the SME (small and medium enterprises). If the organizational culture that is used in the SME is right and good then SME will go well. One of the assets owned by an SME is intellectual capital and it is an intangible asset that also plays an important role in an SME. This study wants to analyze the influence of organizational culture on the intellectual capital.

This study conducted by case study on Bina Karya SME that is located in Yogyakarta, Central Java, which is engaged in the wood handicrafts and souvenirs. In this study, the structural models developed from the results of the elaboration using the related theories are used. This structural model then produced a questionnaire that is used as a measuring tool in the study. Organizational culture has seven variables and intellectual capital has three variables in the research model. Data processing was performed by using software Smart PLS 2.

The results of this research show that organizational culture has an influence on the intellectual capital which means indirectly if the applied organizational culture is good and supportive in doing the work then it will increase the intellectual capital. From seven variables of organizational culture there are four variables influencing that is innovation and risk-taking, results orientation, team orientation, and aggressiveness while for all three variables of intellectual capital have effect that is human capital, structural capital and relational capital.

Index Terms—Organizational culture, intellectual capital, small and medium enterprises.

I. INTRODUCTION

An organization at a business in their activities would require human resources support for the achievement of the goals set by the organization. In achieving these goals many elements that are considered important in the fulfillment of which is applied in the organizational culture of a business. Cultural organizations also called the work culture. Organizational culture is difficult to define clearly and difficult to measure, but the culture of an organization can be perceived by the human resources within an enterprise. Along with the times, business competition is getting tighter, forcing the majority of SMEs to increase their assets. One of the sources and the wealth of a business is the intellectual capital or intellectual capital where it contains important elements that is the power of thought or knowledge. It can be seen that the organizational culture and intellectual capital is an important factor in a business as well as organizational culture and intellectual capital contained in each of the different businesses to see this suspect and researchers interested in knowing whether the organizational culture is also known as work culture have an influence on the intellectual capital which is an important asset in a business and want to know if there are significant also what are the factors that influence organizational culture and intellectual capital.

Formulation of the problem of this research is the analysis of the influence of organizational culture on the intellectual capital of a business. The purpose of this research is:
1) Identify the factors that influence organizational culture.
2) Identify the factors that influence the intellectual capital.
3) Identify the influence of organizational culture on the intellectual capital.
4) Analyze the influence of organizational culture on the intellectual capital.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Organizational Culture

Organizational culture is a system of meaning/significant jointly adopted by member that distinguishes the organization from other organizations. Based on this, it can be said that culture is a social and regulatory control running of the organization on the basis of values and beliefs that are shared, thus becoming the norm group work, and operationally called work culture as a guideline and behavior towards employees [1].

Dimensions are used to distinguish the culture of the organization there are seven primary characteristics that together capture the essence of the culture of the organization, namely: innovation and risk-taking, attention to detail, results orientation, the orientation of the individual, team orientation, aggressiveness, and stability [1].

B. Intellectual Capital

Some researchers revealed the definition of intellectual capital as follows [2]:
1) Intellectual Capital is elusive, but once discovered and exploited will provide a new source base organization to compete and win
2) Intellectual Capital is the term given to combining intangible assets from the market, intellectual property, infrastructure and human center can make a company function
3) The Intellectual Capital is intellectual material (knowledge, information, intellectual property, experience) that can be used to create wealth. It is a force to be collective or a set of useful knowledge...
4) Intellectual Capital is the effective use of knowledge work (finished product) as the position of the information (raw materials).
5) Intellectual Capital is considered as an element of the market value of the company and also the premium market.
6) Many practitioners who stated that intellectual capital consists of three main elements namely: Human Capital, Structural Capital, Relational Capital.

### C. Partial Least Square (PLS)

Partial Least Square (PLS) is a powerful analytical method because it is not based on many assumptions. Data should not normal multivariate distribution (with a scale indicator category to the ratio can be used on the same model), the sample size should not be large and residual distribution [3].

Steps PLS-based structural equation modeling is as follows [3]:
1) Designing structural models (inner model)
2) Designing a measurement model (outer model)
3) Constructing the path diagram
4) Convert the path diagram in the system of equations
5) Parameter Estimation
6) Evaluation of goodness of fit
7) Testing Hypothesis (resampling bootstrapping)

### III. Research Methodology

Organizational culture variables have some indicators obtained from literature in the form of the seven characteristics of organizational culture according to [4]. Seven characteristics it is innovation and risk-taking, attention to detail, results orientation, orientation to the individual, team orientation, aggressiveness, stability while there are three indicators of intellectual capital in the form of three main elements of intellectual capital is human capital, structural capital, and relational capital according to Stewart [2].

### TABLE I: Research Variables Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Latent variables (Constructs)</th>
<th>Manifest variables (Indicators)</th>
<th>Operational Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wulantika</td>
<td>Organizational Culture</td>
<td>Innovation and Risk Taking</td>
<td>The extent to which the members of the organization are encouraged to be innovative and take risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Attention to Detail</td>
<td>The extent to which the members of the organization are expected to exhibit precision, analysis and attention to detail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Results Orientation</td>
<td>The extent to which the management focus on results rather than the techniques and processes used to achieve results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Orientation to the Individual</td>
<td>The extent to which management decisions take into account the impact of the results on the people in the organization, not only concerned with profits alone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Team Orientation</td>
<td>The extent to which work activities are organized to the team rather than an individual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>aggressiveness</td>
<td>The extent to which the individual aggressive and competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>stability</td>
<td>The degree to which the organization's activities emphasize the position of status rather than organizational change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wulantika</td>
<td>Intellectual Capital</td>
<td>Human Capital</td>
<td>A very useful source of knowledge, skills, and competencies within an organization or company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Structural Capital</td>
<td>The ability of the organization or company to meet the company routines and structures that support employee efforts to produce optimal intellectual performance and overall business performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relational Capital</td>
<td>The ability to maintain a harmonious relationship/association network owned by the company with its partners, both derived from the reliable and quality suppliers, comes from loyal customers and satisfied will service the company concerned, derived from the company's relationship with the government and with surrounding communities and knowledge of the market share</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Analysis

#### A. Measurement Validation Analysis

Validation of the measuring instrument uses two parameters: the value of the loading factor and cross loading. An indicator as valid if it has a loading factor value above 0.5 but in this study the initial calculation, there are several indicators that have a factor loading values below 0.5. The indicators that have a factor loading values below 0.5 are considered not appropriate to measure latent variables so that this indicator be discarded and re-calculation. After revising II it can be seen that all the indicators already have a factor loading values above 0.5.

The research model can be seen in Fig. 2.

Next validation measuring instrument can be seen from the cross loading where the value of cross loading an indicator should be higher than the value of cross loading other indicators in order to be valid. Differences of cross loading the loading factor is the value of cross loading shows a comparison of an indicator to measure the construct than used to measure other constructs. From the data processing is known, there are several indicators that have a value in a variable cross loading its manifestation is smaller when compared with the value of the other manifest variables indicators that have value in the variable cross loading its...
manifestation is smaller when compared with the value of the other manifest variables omitted as not precisely measure its manifestation variables and re-calculation. After revising IV are known for loading factor values of all the variables already have values above 0.5 and for the value of cross loading all the indicators already has the highest value in its manifestation variables compared with other manifest variables that indicate that the indicator is appropriate to measure its manifestation variables.

C. Significant of Variables in Model Research

The level of Significant can be identified from the value of the T-statistic. Significant can be met if the value of the T-statistic greater than 2.776 variables. 2776 values obtained from table T distribution with the use of an alpha of 0.05 and the number of respondents is 5 people, so that the table T distribution must be alpha 0.05 with \( \nu = n-1 = 5-1 = 4 \). Here is the value of the T-statistic results of data processing.

From Table II it can be seen that the factors that have a significant impact on the organizational culture is innovation and risk-taking, results orientation, team orientation, and aggressiveness. Factors that have a significant influence on the intellectual capital is human capital, structural capital and relational capital.

In the latent variable of organizational culture manifest there are three variables that do not have significant influence is attention to detail, individual orientation, and stability. Seeing this Bina Karya SMEs should consider factors of innovation and risk-taking, results orientation, team orientation, and aggressiveness to apply organizational culture and factors of human capital, structural capital and relational capital to increase the intellectual capital to SMEs.

D. Variability Analysis of Research Model

Variability research model can be seen from the R-square value. R-square value can be seen in Table 3 below.

R-square values of the culture of the organization is at 0.334319 which means the variance that can be explained by its manifestation variable is equal to 33.4319% and 66.5681% is explained by other factors and to the R-square for organizational culture is moderate while the R-square value of intellectual capital 1 which shall mean variance that can be explained by its manifestation variable is equal to 100% and R-square for intellectual capital is strong.

E. Research Hypothesis Analysis

Culture within the company is a key step for the development of intellectual capital [5] and also [2] said that intellectual capital is elusive, but once found and exploited it is likely to provide an organization with a new resource [6]. Based on both the statement alleged that organizational culture has an influence on the intellectual capital and also compiled this hypothesis. Hypothesis of the study are follows: \( H_0 = \) Organizational Culture does not affect intellectual capital

\( H_1 = \) Organizational Culture affects intellectual capital

Hypothesis testing is done by looking at the value of the T-statistic on the path coefficient. Value T-subset of the statistics accepted if greater than T table that is equal to 2.776. T-statistic values greater than 2.776 will be made welcome and vice versa H1 T-statistic values smaller than 2776 will
make H1 is rejected.

T-statistic value obtained is equal to 3.777964 so statistically the value of the T-statistic > T table which causes the value of the T-statistic is in the critical region and the decision is received H1 and it can be said that the organizational culture affects intellectual capital.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent Variable</th>
<th>Manifest Variable</th>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
<th>T-Stat</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Culture (A)</td>
<td>Innovation and Risk Taking (A1)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attention to Detail (A2)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Results orientation (A3)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The orientation of the individual (A4)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orientation Team (A5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aggressiveness (A6)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stability (A7)</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual Capital (B)</td>
<td>Human Capital (B1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.14</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structural Capital (B2)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>24.14</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relational Capital (B3)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. Influence Analysis of Organizational Culture to Intellectual Capital

In the research model used in this study there are two latent variables, namely organizational culture and intellectual capital, for the latent variable of organizational culture has seven manifest variables, namely innovation and risk-taking, attention to detail, results orientation, orientation to the individual, team orientation, aggressiveness, and stability. From seven manifest variables are known, there are four significant variables innovation and risk-taking, results orientation, team orientation, aggressiveness and three variables are declared not significant attention to detail, the orientation of the individual, and stability. This means that for innovation and risk-taking, results orientation, team orientation, and aggressiveness have an influence on organizational culture [7]. Innovation and risk-taking has an influence on organizational culture in which it is seen in giving employees the freedom to determine the method of doing his job, act and account for his actions [8]. For orientation results have an influence in terms of more importance than the process of his work and also known in the SME Development work in making handicrafts everyone in SMEs have their own way and so will be more concerned with different work outcomes than process. Orientation team has influence in the culture of the organization in terms of completing the task in which the tasks are better addressed in the work team and to aggressiveness have influence in ways that are used every individual to get his wish. In conducting the process is also SMEs Bina Karya accomplish more by working team and always trying to get his wish.

Latent variable intellectual capital has three manifest variables and three variables that influence its manifestation have human capital, structural capital and relational capital. Human capital here is closely related to the source of knowledge, skills and competencies that if those three things, the better the intellectual capital that is an intangible asset will be better. Structural capital which is closely related to the organization's ability to meet the routine process to provide welfare to employees and support the development of new ideas and relational capital here is the ability to maintain relationships with customers or partners and continue to increase market share where to structural capital and relational capital will certainly affect the intangible assets of SMEs Bina Karya where if the ability of the organization and in maintaining relationships with its partners, the better then of intangible assets in the SME Development work is increasing. Of data processing can also be said that organizational culture has an influence on the intellectual capital and it can be said that a good organizational culture and support in doing the work would increase the intellectual capital in an SME in the case study was conducted in SMEs Bina Karya.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Based on the stages that have been done before in this study, especially in data processing and analysts, we can conclude a few things like the following:

1) Factors that influence organizational culture is innovation and risk taking, results orientation, team orientation, and aggressiveness.
2) Factors that influence the intellectual capital is human capital, structural capital and relational capital.
3) Organizational culture has an influence on the intellectual capital in SMEs Bina Karya.
4) In a study conducted in SMEs Bina Karya proved that organizational culture has an influence on the intellectual capital that can be said in SME Development work if the organizational culture or commonly referred to as a work culture that is applied right and good to pay attention to the factors that influence the organizational culture in SMEs Bina Karya (is innovation and risk-taking, results orientation, team orientation, and aggressiveness) then it will create intellectual capital which is an intangible asset in SMEs increased and better.
VI. SUGGESTION

Advices that can be given to SMEs Bina Karya to consider are as follows:

1) Development of SMEs should be able to apply the work culture of the organization or referred to as culturally appropriate and good work by taking into account factors such as are innovation and risk-taking, results orientation, team orientation, and aggressiveness. Organizational culture that is applied in SMEs Bina Karya should give freedom to employees in performing their work methods and accountable actions, concerned with the results of the work are made, the work accomplished by the working team, and always support the employee to fulfill his wish. Organizational culture that is applied with regard to these factors will make the intellectual capital in the SME Development work is increased and become better.

2) SME Development work should also pay more attention to factors such as human capital, structural capital and relational capital with continued attention and train him to be the best in the field, supporting the development of new ideas, continue to maintain a good relationship with the consumer, and continues to increase its market share. If these three factors increased or directed to be better, it will create intellectual capital which is an intangible asset in growing SMEs Bina Karya.
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